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Abstract: Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a neurological degenerative disease with high impact on our
society. In order to mitigate its effects, proper rehabilitation therapy is mandatory, in which
individualisation is a key factor. Technological solutions can provide the information required
for this purpose, by monitoring patients and extracting relevant indicators. In this work, a novel
Sensorized Tip is proposed for monitoring People with Multiple Sclerosis (PwMS) that require
Assistive Devices for Walking (ADW) such as canes or crutches. The developed Sensorized Tip
can be adapted to the personal ADW of each patient to reduce its impact, and provides sensor
data while naturally walking in the everyday activities. This data that can be processed to obtain
relevant indicators that helps assessing the status of the patient. Different from other approaches, a
full validation of the proposed processing algorithms is carried out in this work, and a preliminary
study-case is carried out with PwMS considering a set of indicators obtained from the Sensorized
Tip’s processed data. Results of the preliminary study-case demonstrate the potential of the device to
monitor and characterise patient status.
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1. Introduction

It is estimated that 2.3 million people in the world suffer from Multiple Sclerosis (MS) [1]. This
neurological disease has an important impact on society, as it is a chronic degenerating disease with no
cure that appears in young people [2]. This implies not only an important economic impact on the
health system, but also in the active population, as the physical decline causes inability to work at
early ages [3].

MS is an autoimmune disease that affects the Central Nervous System, more specifically the brain
and spinal cord. Although its symptoms vary depending on the area affected by the disease, some
of the most common ones are fatigue and motor dysfunction. After 15 years from diagnosis, most of
the patients require Assistive Devices for Walking (ADW) such as crutches or canes to maintain their
autonomy [4]. This work focuses on providing solutions for the needs of these patients.

At present there is no cure for MS. Hence, the treatment focuses on the prevention of new attacks
and alleviating the symptoms [5]. In this task, rehabilitation plays a key role, as it has demonstrated to
be effective for reducing the effect of the symptoms caused by the disease [6,7], and therefore being
central for maintaining the highest possible level of independence as the disease progresses. However,
in order to be effective, therapies have to be adapted to each patient [8], which is not a trivial task.

Technological solutions can provide the information required for this purpose, by monitoring
patients and extracting relevant indicators to assess their status. Some of the most popular devices
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for this purpose are wearable sensors, which are based on inertial sensors (accelerometers, gyroscopes)
that allow to monitor limb motion [9–12]. For this purpose, wearable sensors are usually attached to
the body of the patient. Although these devices are widely used in a range of applications, this latter
requirement may generate rejection on PwMS that require ADW, as they have difficulties to move and
are very sensitive to any external attachment to their limbs.

Hence, in order to provide a contactless monitoring approach some works have proposed the use
of the internal sensors of smartphones to capture the motion of the lower limb once placed in a pocket
of the trousers [13,14]. However, the data processing is more complex, as the mobile phone is not fixed
and parasitic motions arise.

To overcome these aforementioned issues, recent studies [15] have proposed to include sensors in
passive, daily-use Assistive Devices for Walking, such as canes or crutches, as they can provide more
reliable monitoring data. Most of the works in this area [16–24] propose devices capable of measuring
the load applied, as well as their motion, which can be used to define indicators that could provide
relevant information regarding the modality of use of the ADW. To better characterize this use some
works also include sensors that measure the force applied to the handle [25] or sensors to detect nearby
objects [26].

The measurement of the applied axial load, is typically carried out considering a force
sensor [17,24,26,27], which is usually expensive but provides an accurate measurement. Other
authors propose the use of strain gauges [16,18–23,25], whose cost is lower, as well as their accuracy.
The motion of the device is traditionally measured by the use of IMUs (Inertial Motion Units),
which include accelerometers and gyroscopes. These devices, however, do not provide directly
the orientation of the crutch or cane, and different techniques have to be applied to estimate them.
One of the most simple approaches is based on the direct integration of the gyroscope rotational
speed, and the periodical correction of the accumulated errors [19]. However, most authors use
either a quasi-static approach, determining the orientation from the projection of the gravity vector
on each acceleration axis [16,18,25,26]; or different filters such as Kalman [17,28,29] or CAHRS [30].
The aforementioned data is captured by an on-board Data Adquisition Device (DAQ), which is typically
self-designed [18,23,26,27,31], although there are approaches based on Arduino or rapid-prototyping
devices [21].

The raw data captured by the sensors of the device, however, is not generally useful for the
therapist without further processing. Hence, in the literature, different indicators based on the raw
data are defined. This way a change in these can be used to detect changes in the status of the patient.
In the case of ADW, most of the indicators are related to the axial force, such as the maximum [32,33]
or average load [33] with respect to the weight of the patient. For people that do not require these
devices, on the other hand, the number of steps required for a given distance, the average speed or the
time between steps [34] are some of the most used.

As previously analysed, currently there are a number of works that have proposed instrumented
crutches and canes, with different sensor solutions and indicators extracted. However, this is still
an open area, where further research is required—first, only a few of the proposed devices have
been validated, characterising their measurement error [17,20,23,24,26,27]; second, only some of
the works evaluate (preliminary) the proposed device with patients, defining indicators from the
sensor data and demonstrating some kind of correlation between the proposed indicators and the
patient status [17,21,24,26]; third, due to the complexity of the device orientation estimation, most of
the indicators proposed are related with the applied axial load, although the former variables could
be used to characterise the pattern of use of the sensorized ADW; and finally, all the aforementioned
monitoring systems are part of a generic assistive device, and cannot be adapted to the personal ADW
of each patient, which is usually personalized to his/her needs.

Hence, in this work a novel monitoring device is proposed, with four main contributions—1)
the proposed device is a universal Sensorized Tip that can be fit to the patient’s own personalised
ADW, which minimizes the impact of the solution and consequently, improves its acceptability; 2)
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a complete and thorough validation of the device’s monitoring capabilities is presented, detailing
the algorithms used to estimate relevant parameters and validating them experimentally; 3) a novel
procedure to estimate relevant orientation angles for the tip with respect to the body motion is
proposed; and 4) the patient status assessing capabilities of the device are demonstrated by carrying
out a preliminary/exploratory use-case study with PwMS. Note however, that the goal of this latter
contribution is not to perform a thorough correlation analysis, but to demonstrate the potential of the
device.

The rest of the work is structured as follows—Section 2 details the proposed Sensorized Tip and
its capabilities; Section 3 characterises the measurement errors of the proposed device; Section 4 details
the procedure to estimate the angles of motion of the Sensorized Tip; Section 5 illustrates the use of
both raw sensor and estimated orientation data to define a set of indicators to perform a preliminary
analysis of the capabilities of the device to assess PwMS status in a exploratory use-case study; finally,
the most important ideas are summarised in Section 6.

2. Sensorized Tip Prototype

The general structure of the developed Sensorized Tip is detailed in Figure 1a. The overall system
is composed by two main elements: the Sensorized Tip, whose structure is made in aluminium and
integrates the sensors and the Data Acquisition (DAQ) device; and an external standard USB based
5 V battery. The Tip is designed to be attached in any crutch or cane to monitor its motion by means of
a couple of screws. Moreover, it is designed so that it can be easily repaired if damaged. The weight of
the Sensorized Tip prototype, without taking into account the external battery that is attached, is 180 g.

(a)

FORCE 
TRANSMITTER

TIP 
SUPPORT

FORCE 
SENSOR

FORCE 
SENSOR 

SUPPORT

CRUTCH 
SUPPORT

SENSORS AND 
ELECTRONICS

(b)

Figure 1. (a) System elements and reference axes. (b) Sensorized Tip mechanical structure.

The Sensorized Tip integrates three sensors in its structure: a force sensor, a barometer and
an Inertial Motion Tracking Module, whose specifications will be detailed in Section 2.1. The data
provided by these sensors is processed by a low cost B;uetooth Low Energy (BLE) Nano v2 board
based on the nRF52 IC processor, which is able to communicate with Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy (BLE)
protocol with an external acquisition system, such as a PC or a mobile phone.

The battery is based on a 5 V 2600 mAh power bank typically used to charge mobile phones with
a mass of 75 g. The use of standard USB-A based connectors was selected to simplify the design and
increase compatibility. The decision to put the battery outside the Tip is motivated by the need to
reduce the mass of the Tip and minimize its impact on the patient. Note that PwMS usually present
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progressive physical deterioration and high risk of falling, and incorporating even a small mass into
the ADW can notably difficult their mobility. The cable connecting the sensor tip to the battery is
attached to the crutch or cane by means of straps.

Next, each of the elements composing the Sensorized Tip are detailed.

2.1. Integrated Sensors

As analysed in Section 1, the most important basic variables that define the use of crutches or
canes are the motion (acceleration, speed, angles, altitude) and the overall force applied on the walking
support device. Based on this, three sensors have been selected.

The MTi-1 by X-Sense is an Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU) that integrates a 3-axis accelerometer
(range ±156.96 m/s2), gyroscope (range ±2000 ◦/s) and magnetometer (range ±0.8 G) with an
algorithm that provides Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS) functionalities. Hence in
addition to the linear acceleration and rotational speed with respect to the local axes (Figure 1a), it
provides the absolute Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles of the Tip in a Global Reference Frame with a relative low
error (Roll and Pitch dynamic error of 0.5o, and Yaw dynamic error 1o), providing a 3D representation
of the Tip orientation in real-time.

For the measurement of the force applied to the longitudinal axis of the crutch, a C9C force sensor
manufactured by HBM is used. This element is designed to measure static and dynamic compression
forces of up to 1 kN (0.2% precision). Due to the mechanical disposition of the sensor (see Section 2.2) a
preload is required to ensure that low forces are measured. In addition, as the sensor is of piezoelectric
nature, a conditioning circuit based on a INA118 amplifier is used to amplify the generated voltage to
a suitable level.

Finally, the measurement of altitude is carried out using a low cost BMP280 sensor manufactured
by Bosch, which communicates using I2C protocol with the Sensorized Tip’s processing unit. This
sensor allows to determine if the patient is going up or down stairs or slopes.

Although these sensors are commercial, a calibration procedure has been carried out in Section 3
in order to quantify the measurement error once implemented in the Sensorized Tip.

2.2. Mechanical Structure

The Sensorized Tip’s structure has been self-designed to integrate the aforementioned sensors and
the BLE Nano processing unit. The structure has been manufactured in aluminium to reduce its weight.
In addition, its longitudinal size (0.06m) has been selected to minimize the need of adjusting the crutch
height, as 0.06m are equal to three discrete positions in the length adaptability of a standard crutch.

The elements composing the structure and their disposition are detailed in Figure 1b. The Data
Processing Unit and the required electronics are placed in the upper part of the Tip, housed by an
aluminium enclosure (Crutch support). The force sensor is placed in the lower part, attached to a
stiff aluminium support (Force sensor support). The axial force applied on the Tip is transmitted by
the Force transmitter, which is a mobile part which can transmit force axially. The rubber Tip of the
crutch or cane is attached to the Tip support. Note that this element is dependant on the particular one
selected by the patient for his/her needs.

As stated before, a preload is required to ensure proper operation of the force sensor. For that
purpose, the set of screws that join the Crutch Support, Force Sensor Support and Tip Support parts
are tightened to a desired preload and fixed with nordlock washers.

2.3. Data Processing Unit

The selected data processing unit is a BLE Nano board, which is based on the nRF52
microcontroller. This integrated circuit provides Data Acquisition (DAQ) capabilities and Bluetooth
4.0 Low Energy (BLE) connectivity with a very low energy consumption, which allows the system to
work for a whole day with a small battery.
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The tasks performed by the BLE Nano are summarised in Figure 2a. After the initialisation of
the Bluetooth connection and the calibration of the sensors, it performs several tasks periodically:
first, it captures the data from the aforementioned sensors; second, it compacts the data and sends it
using BLE protocol with 50Hz rate to an external logging device (PC or mobile phone). Note that this
frequency is enough to capture the walking data with assistive devices [35]. The capture process is
analysed next.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. (a) Operation scheme of the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Nano V2 software, responsible for
capturing the data coming from the sensors and sending them via Bluetooth. (b) Scheme of operation of
the PC/Mobile Phone interface. (c) Representation of one of the screens of the smartphone application
developed for the storage of the data received from the Sensorized Tip.

The sensor data is captured using two different approaches depending on the nature of the sensor
output. This way, both the barometer and the MTi-1 module are connected using I2C communication
protocol, hence, their measurements are requested each 20ms by the processing unit and stored in
memory prior to sending them. The force sensor, on the other hand, is read using an analog input.
As the measurement of the force sensor can be noisy, the force sensor is measured at 5 kHz rate, and its
data is filtered prior to storing its value in memory.

The sensor data stored internally in the processing unit memory is sent periodically using
Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy to a logging device. The Attribute Protocol (ATT) is used so that once
the Sensorized Tip and the logging device have been paired, communication is carried between both
devices. This way, each 20ms (50Hz), 38 bytes of sensor data are sent in two packets (20 bytes each).
Package data is summarized in Table 1.

Note that the Sensorized Tip is designed so that an external logging device is required to store the
data. For that purpose, any device that supports BLE protocol can be used. The developed prototype
provides a PC based logging system and an Android-based mobile phone app (Figure 2c) to perform
these tasks. The logging programs developed in both devices follow the steps defined in Figure 2b.
As it can be seen, the data is stored in a csv file. In order to detect possible package losses in the
wireless transfer, the iteration bits are used to identify them (Table 1).
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Table 1. BLE package data.

First Package 20 Bytes Second Package 20 Bytes

Number of Bits Number of Bits

Iteration 4 Iteration 4
Force 16 Accelerometer 45
Altitude 32 Y axis 20
Euler Angles 78 Z axis 25

Roll 26 Gyroscope 60
Pitch 26 X axis 20
Yaw 26 Y axis 20

Accelerometer 30 Z axis 20
X axis 25 Magnetometer 48
Y axis 5 X axis 16

Y axis 16
Z axis 16

3. Characterization of the Measurement Errors

The aim of this section is to characterize the measurement errors associated to each of the
three integrated sensors: the Inertial Motion Processing Unit (velocities, accelerations and angles),
the barometer and the force sensor. This will allow to validate the accuracy of the proposed Sensorized
Tip to measure crutch motion.

In order to achieve this goal, a series of calibration and measurement tests have been carried out
with the Sensorized Tip at the research facilities of the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU).
In particular, the high-fidelity measuring equipment of both the Automatic Control Laboratory and
the 3D Body Motion Capture Laboratory were used to evaluate the measurements provided by the
Sensorized Tip.

Next, each test is described, detailing the used equipment to characterize the measurement errors
associated to each data source of the Sensorized Tip.

3.1. Euler Angles

The Mti-1 sensor from X-Sens integrated in the Sensorized Tip has an internal algorithm that
provides an estimation of its orientation in a global reference frame (see Figure 1a). Using the internally
estimated Euler angles, the real-time orientation of the crutch in 3D space can be estimated, as it will
be detailed in Section 4.

In order to validate the estimations provided by the Mti-1 sensor, a series of tests were carried out
comparing these with the data provided by the VICON 3D Motion Capture System installed in the
3D Motion Capture Laboratory. This facility provides a wide empty area with a flat soil where eight
high fidelity Vicon Motion Capture System (MCS) cameras and a high precision Bertec 4060-15 force
platform can be placed to capture accurately 3D motion data in a predefined working area.

For the error characterization measurements defined in this section, the eight cameras were placed
to cover an area of 4x4m in the center of the lab, which was free of obstacles as seen in Figure 3a.
To capture the motion of the crutch, and extract its 3D motion, 6 reflective markers were placed in
a standard crutch (Figure 3b). Note that as the global reference system of both the Mti-1 sensor and
the MCS were not the same, a calibration procedure was first executed to calculate the appropriate
transformation matrices that relate both reference systems. In addition, in order to synchronize the
data captured by both devices (Sensorized Tip and MCS), an initial vertical blow over the MCS force
plate was executed to indicate the start of each measurement.
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Figure 3. (a) 3D Motion Capture Laboratory Schematic with camera placements, capture area and
defined test trajectories. (b) Reflective marker distribution on the tested crutch (the markers are
identified with numbers).

In order to characterize the measuring error of the Sensorized Tip, the way patients use ADW
was considered. For instance, depending on the ADW, patients tend to grab its handle with an angle
with respect to the advance plane (Figure 4). This way, to analyze the measurement errors in different
scenarios, five trajectories were considered: three 4m straight walking tests, with different crutch
handle orientations (more or less 0o, 45o and 90o rotation), a zig-zag trajectory (0o rotation) and a
circular trajectory (0o rotation). These trajectories were marked in the floor as reference, as seen in
Figure 3a.

Figure 4. Position of the crutch handle with respect to the advance plane, in the different validation
tests of Euler angles provided by the X-Sens.

Two members of the research group executed the tests, executing each trajectory twice at a normal
pace (always in the same direction), once the required synchronizing initial vertical blow over the MCS
force plate was executed. Data from the researchers is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Volunteer data for Sensorized Tip Laboratory Validation.

Volunteer Sex Age Height Weight

1 Male 24 1.84 m 75 kg
2 Male 26 1.80 m 73 kg
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Results of the measurement RMS (Root Mean Square) error in the MTi-1 reference system are
summarized in Table 3. It can be seen that the Sensorized Tip provides a reduced estimation error
for the Roll and Pitch angles (below 1.5 degrees RMS), while the error is slightly higher in the Yaw
angle (up to 4.3 degrees RMS). The dynamic error specifications are higher than those specified by
the manufacturer (0.5o for pitch/roll and 2o for yaw), although similar to other approaches proposed
in the literature and acceptable for the required application. This can also be seen in Figure 5, which
shows the time evolution of roll/pitch/yaw angles for both the Mti-1 and Vicon MCS measurements
for the zig-zag trajectory experiments.

Table 3. X-Sens Euler angles estimation error.

RMS Error
Test Handle Orientation Roll (◦) Pitch (◦) Yaw (◦)

Walk straight 4 meters 0o 0.5439 1.0971 2.3457
Walk straight 4 meters 45o 0.8482 0.7325 2.1725
Walk straight 4 meters 90o 0.5429 1.0984 2.3404

Zigzag 0o 0.6736 0.8693 4.3096
Circle 0o 0.935 1.5278 4.3099

Mean 0.7267 1.0777 3.4688

Figure 5. Euler angles of Vicon Motion Capture System (MCS) and X-Sens comparison in zigzag test.

3.2. Gyroscope

The Mti-1 by X-Sens integrates a gyroscope and accelerometer, whose raw data can also be
captured. In this section, the gyroscope measurements will be analyzed and the measurement errors
characterised. It is to be noted that the Mti-1 internally performs a calibration each time it is activated.
However, it is widely known gyroscopes present a drift with time, which X-Sens ensures it is below 10
◦/h and will not be analyzed in this section.

In order to determine the angular speed measurement error, an AKD21C servomotor configured
in speed mode with a high precision encoder was used. The Sensorized Tip was attached to the axis of
the servomotor using a 3D printed base, which allows to position the device so that each of the three
local axes of the Mti-1 sensor (x, y, z) (Figure 1a) are aligned with the rotation axis of the motor. Each
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axis measurement is tested at three different constant angular speeds: 100 ◦/s, 200 ◦/s and 300 ◦/s.
These speeds were verified with an external tachometer at the Automatic Control Laboratory.

Results are detailed in Table 4. As it can be seen, errors are low at 100 ◦/s, increasing with higher
speeds, with the exception of the speed of 300 ◦/s in the z axis in which the error decreases. In general,
error in z axis is higher than in the rest due to slight misalignment in the location of the MTi-1 sensor
with respect to the center of the Sensorized Tip.

However, it has been experimentally checked that an average healthy person generates angular
speeds on the walking assist system less than 180 ◦/s in x and y axes and 220 ◦/s in the z axis. Hence,
an error less than 1 ◦/s is guaranteed in this range, which is acceptable for this application.

Table 4. X-Sens rotational speed measurement error summary.

Gyroscope Error

Motor Speed x axis (◦/s) y axis (◦/s) z axis (◦/s)
100o/s –0.1463 –0.5159 –0.6127
200o/s –0.1944 –0.9729 –1.0299
300o/s –1.2977 –3.3778 –0.2363

3.3. Accelerometer

In order to characterize the accelerometer data provided by the Mti-1, first the calibration
procedure proposed in Reference [28], which uses the gravity vector as a reference, is applied, and the
accelerations in the global reference frame are calculated. Then, the data provided by the accelerometer
is compared with the acceleration data obtained by the Vicon MCS system.

The 4 meter walking test (0◦ rotation) dataset defined in the Section 3.1 is used to perform this
characterization, whose time evolution is depicted in Figure 6. Note that the captured accelerations are
first filtered using a low pass filter.

Figure 6. Comparison of acceleration measured by X-Sens and Vicon.

Table 5 summarizes the RMS and average errors in the global reference frame for each axis. As it
can be seen, the RMS estimation error is generally less than 1.4 m/s2, which is acceptable for the
monitoring application. In addition, note that, as seen in Figure 6, the acceleration measurements
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along the experiment have good quality, except when the Sensorized Tip impacts the ground, in which
higher accelerations appear due to this effect.

Table 5. X-Sens acceleration measurement error summary.

x (m/s2) y (m/s2) z (m/s2)

RMS Error 1.1365 0.3963 0.4574
Mean Error 0.9674 -0.3103 −0.1704

3.4. Force Sensor

In order to characterize the force sensor measurement, its measurements were compared with
the ones given by the Bertec 4060-15 force plate integrated in the 3D Motion Capture Laboratory,
as previously detailed.

It is important to note that, due to the Sensorized Tip design, the force sensor measures the force
transmitted by the rubber Tip to the force transmitter part (Figure 1b). Hence, friction and damping
effects appear, requiring to calibrate the force sensor prior to its use. For that purpose, the Sensorized
Tip was placed vertically over the force plate using a 3D printed support, and a set of constant loads in
the 0–100 kg (approximately 0–1 kN) range were progressively applied to it. Using the measurements
of both the force plate and the Sensorized Tip force sensor the following calibration curve was obtained,

y = −230.71x2 + 797.3736x− 285.6619. (1)

Once calibrated, the Sensorized Tip was attached to a crutch and different loads were applied
after placing it on the Bertec 4060-15 force plate. A particular test is shown in Figure 7. As it can be
seen the negative and positive force gradients match, but there exist a measurement error when the
maximum force is applied to the crutch due to the force transmission mechanism of the design and the
existing friction. An average error of –0.0425 N is obtained from this sensor, with an RMS of 21.1104 N,
which is considered acceptable for this application.

Figure 7. Force sensor after calibrate curve and data obtained from the scale.
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3.5. Barometric Sensor

Finally, the Sensorized Tip includes a BMP280 barometer which allows to calculate the relative
height based on the atmospheric pressure. In order to determine the measurement accuracy of the
sensor, a simple test was carried out, consisting on using a stair set as a reference. It was divided into
four flights, with 12 stairs per flight and a total of 2.04 m between flights.

Results are shown in Figure 8, in which the starting floor was considered as the 0 height value.
If the flat areas associated to each flight of stairs are considered in the time evolution, the RMS error
is 0.2716 m, while the average error is –0.0466 m. Note that this fits the data from the manufacturer,
which offers a relative precision of 0.12 hPa.

Figure 8. Comparison and validation of the altitude provided by the barometric sensor
and the real altitude.

4. Estimation of the Orientation of the Device

As detailed in the introduction, orientation of the ADW can be used to define indicators related to
the patterns of use of the device, which are related to the status of the patient.

However, the measurement of the orientation is not a trivial task, and as analysed previously,
different approaches exist. In the particular case of the proposed device, the integrated Mti-1 sensor
provides, using a proprietary algorithm based on a Kalman Filter, the Euler orientation angles that
relate the local Sensorized Tip reference system Stip(x, y, z) with a global reference system SG(X, Y, Z).

However, for the specific application of the Sensorized Tip, the relative motion of the assistive
device with respect to the body of the patient is required. This is, the lateromedial and anteroposterior
angles, as seen in Figure 9a.

The calculation of these angles is not trivial and a two step procedure has been defined to estimate
them. First, a body reference system (SB(X′, Y′, Z′)) has to be inferred from the data provided by the
Sensorized Tip (Figure 9b). Second, the calculation of the lateromedial and anteroposterior angles is
carried out by projecting the Sensorized Tip reference system into what will be named advance plane,
that is, the X′Z′ plane of the body reference system, related to the direction of movement of the patient.
This procedure will be detailed next.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Anteroposterior and Lateromedial angles. (b) Global, Body and Sensorized Tip reference frames.

4.1. Estimation Algorithm for the Body Reference System and the Advance Plane

The body reference system is considered aligned with the Z axis of the global reference system of
the Mti-1, but its X′ axis always points in the direction of the body motion, which defines the advance
plane X′Z′. Hence, as seen in Figure 9b, the global and body reference systems are related by rotation
of θ with respect to the global Z axis.

Hence, in order to define the body reference system, the motion direction in the (XY) plane of the
global reference system has to be defined. Note that this is not a trivial tasks as—1) the global reference
system of the Mti-1 only ensures the Z axis, but the X depends on an internal magnetometer which is
affected by electromagnetic noise; and 2) as seen in Section 3.1, patients may grab the handle of the
ADW with multiple angles, or even place the Sensorized Tip misaligned with the crutch.

In this work a novel approach is proposed to estimate the motion direction, and thus, the advance
plane and body reference system, based on the predominant direction defined by the projection of the
Sensorized Tip motion in the XY plane. The basic idea is to project on this plane the vector defined by
the Euler angles provided by the Mti-1, creating a set of points in which a linear regression is applied
to detect the main direction (Figure 10a).

The proposed procedure is applied to each ADW cycle (see Figure 10b). When using a crutch or
cane, in each cycle two phases can be differentiated if the load force is considered—the stance phase,
in which the patient applies load to the assistive device; and the swing phase, in which no contact with
the ground exists and the device is moved through the air to the next stance phase start.

This way, when the Sensorized Tip detects that the stance phase has started, the absolute
orientation data (Euler angles) is captured within this phase. When the stance phase ends, the captured
Euler Angles (α, β, γ) are used to represent in 3D the orientation of the ADW. For each set of Euler
angles captured, the following rotation matrix can be defined,

GRtip = Rz(α)Ry(β)Ry(γ) = Rrpy, (2)

which relates the Sensorized Tip local reference system and the global reference system of the Mti-1.
As the Sensorized Tip local Z axis is aligned with the Sensorized Tip / assistive device axis, it is
possible to define the representation of unitary vector Guz associated to the local Z axis in the global
reference frame by extracting the third column of Rrpy,

Rrpy =
[

Gux
Guy

Guz.
]

(3)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) 3D Orientation of the Sensorized Tip and (XY) plane projection. (b) Stance and Swing Phases.

The projection of Guz in the XY plane of the Global Reference System reflects the motion of the
Sensorized Tip in this reference system. Hence, if a particular stance phase is evaluated, cloud of points
is obtained, which reflects the motions carried out in that particular cycle (Figure 10a).

Considering that no turns are carried out within an stance phase, a linear regression is applied
to the projected points in the XY plane, obtaining the predominant direction of the body in that
stance phase. Thus, the angle of this line with respect to the global reference system X axis
defines θ (Figure 9b), and the body reference system can be calculated as,

GRB = Rz(θ). (4)
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In order to validate this approach, the data of the tests carried out in Section 3.1 are used, in which
five different trajectories were tested: 4m walking straight with different crutch handle orientations
(0◦, 45◦ and 90◦), zig-zag trajectory and circular trajectory. The data from the Vicon MCS system was
used to evaluate both body and crutch motions.

Results are summarized in Table 6, while the circular trajectory and the advance plane
identification for each cycle are shown in Figure 11. As it can be seen, the proposed approach
provides results with a RMS value of less than 5.6◦ in the case of linear motion (45◦ rotation in the
handle), while the error increases up to 8◦ when the trajectory is circular. This is due to the fact that
the estimation plane is calculated in each step assuming that the steps are carried out linearly. Hence,
this is considered a worst case scenario that reflects sharp turns while walking.

Table 6. Body Reference System θ offset estimation error.

Test Handle Orientation RMS Error Mean Error

Walk straight 4 meters 0◦ 5.4556 1.7311
Walk straight 4 meters 45◦ 5.605 5.4886
Walk straight 4 meters 90◦ 2.4038 1.5265

Zigzag 0◦ 4.4965 –2.0318
Circle 0◦ 7.9843 –5.8093

Figure 11. Advance plane estimation in the circular test (Worst Case Scenario) with
respect to the real trajectory.

4.2. Anteroposterior and Lateromedial Angle Estimation

Once the body reference system SB(X′, Y′, Z′) has been estimated, the anteroposterior and
lateromedial angles can be calculated. As seen in the previous section,

BRtip = Rz(θ)Rrpy =
[

Bux
Buy

Buz

]
, (5)

where Buz =
[

uzx uzy uzz

]T
is the unitary directional vector of the z axis of the Sensorized Tip

reference frame in the body reference frame. The time evolution of this vector, represents the motion
of the assistive device with respect to the body reference frame.

Hence, projecting this vector in the X′Z′ and Y′Z′ planes, the anteroposterior θant and lateromedial
θlat angles can be obtained,

θant = atan
(

uzx

uzz

)
θlat = atan

(uzy

uzz

)
. (6)
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5. Study Case to Evaluate Device Potential with Pwms

The developed Sensorized Tip aims to monitor PwMS and provide objective and relevant data that
can be used to assess patient function and progression. However, as stated in the introduction, the raw
sensor and estimated orientation data defined in the previous sections should be further processed.

In this section, a set of indicators will be defined from the data provided by the Sensorized Tip
(analyzed in Sections 3 and 4). Then, the results of a exploratory study-case with PwMS will be
analyzed to study the potential of the proposed device to assess patient status. Please note that this is
not an exhaustive study to correlate indicators and patient status and that further thorough clinical
trials are required for this latter purpose.

5.1. Exploratory Study-Case Setup

In order to perform the preliminary analysis, the study case was approved by the Basque Country
Clinical Research Ethics Committee (CEIm) (Code PS2018017), and was carried out in collaboration
with ADEMBI (Multiple Sclerosis patient Association of Biscay). This Association is exclusively
dedicated to the treatment of PwMS, and provided constant supervision for the patients during the
tests.

Three PwMS that required ADW, each with different functional disability status (but EDSS >4.5),
volunteered for this study-case. The data of each patient is shown in Table 7, including their weight,
their level of disability measured by the standarized EDSS (Expanded Disability Status Scale) [36,37]
and the time to perform the TUG (Timed Up and Go) [38] standardized test.

Each patient was explained the test thoroughly, and then asked to perform a standardised 10
meter walking test (10MWT) walking at a normal and comfortable pace. The test was repeated twice,
one in each direction. Note that the first meter is reserved to accelerate, while the last one to decelerate
and stop. Hence, for the analysis only the middle 8 meters are considered. In order to detect these
limits, two photoelectric cell gates (Polidemo, Micrgate, Italy) were placed in meters 1 and 9, allowing
also to capture the average speed (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Ten meter walking test setup.

Table 7. Selected People with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) for the exploratory study-case.

Weight (kg) EDSS TUG (s) Assistive Device
for Walking

Patient 1 86.4 4.5 14.1 Cane
Patient 2 78 6.5 22.97 Crutch
Patient 3 56.8 7.5 49.29 Crutch

5.2. Defined Indicators

As stated in the introduction, different indicators have been proposed in the literature based
on monitoring data related to gait or ADW. In this work, some of the most relevant ones have been
selected in order to demonstrate the potential of the proposed Sensorized Tip:
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• The maximum load, which defines the maximum load that the user applies on the assistive device
during the test (Figure 10b).

• The maximum load with respect to the weight (in percentage) [32,33], reflecting the maximum
percentage of body weight the patient applies on the ADW during the stance phase.

• The average load with respect to the weight (in percentage) [33], reflecting the percentage of body
weight the patient is applying on the assistive device .

• The average of two steps time [34], which represents the average time a patient requires for each
cycle; this is, both the stance phase and the swing phase (Figure 10b).

• Number of cycles [34], defined by the number of cycles (stance/swing) the patient requires to
complete the test.

The aforementioned indicators can be extracted from the force sensor data, as shown in Figure 10b.
In addition, a set of indicators related to the orientation of the Sensorized Tip have been also defined,
with the aim to define the pattern of use of the device. In this way, the anteroposterior and lateromedial
angles estimated using the algorithms defined in Section 4 have been captured in three critical positions
(Figure 10b): the initial contact point, the point of maximum load, and the final contact point of the
stance phase.

5.3. Results and Discussion

Results for the three PwMS on the 10 meter walking test are summarized in Table 8. Note that as
previously noted, the aim of this work is not to carry out an exhaustive correlation analysis, but to
demonstrate the potential of the use of the Sensorized Tip to assess patient functionality.

Table 8. Exploratory Study-Case results.

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Timed Up and Go (TUG) (s) 14.1 22.97 49.29
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 4.5 6.5 7.5

Avgerage Speed (m/s) 0.82 0.46 0.61
Maximum Load (Kg) 6.69 10.44 11.09

Maximun Load with Respect Weight (%) 7.74 13.38 19.52
Mean Load (Kg) 5.55 7.78 6.74

Mean Load with Respect Weight (%) 6.42 9.97 11.86
Average Two Step Time (s) 1.49 1.65 1.31

Number of Cycles 6.5 10.5 10
Anteroposterior Angle Amplitude (◦) 35.75 20.74 24.79

Anteroposterior Angle in Initial Support (◦) 1.40 −24.00 −20.92
Anteroposterior Angle in Maximum Load (◦) 7.12 −14.72 −4.36

Anteroposterior Angle in Final Support (◦) 27.40 −5.52 −2.30
Lateromedial Angle Amplitude (◦) 4.50 3.67 5.39

Lateromedial Angle in Initial Support (◦) 6.78 10.40 6.96
Lateromedial Angle in Maximum Load (◦) 8.29 9.93 4.91

Lateromedial Angle in Final Support (◦) 6.17 8.74 7.60

From these data several initial guidelines can be extracted. If the exerted load is considered, note
that the load value can give potential information regarding patient performance only if the value is
normalized with respect to the body weight. In this case, the data shows that the percentage of body
weight the patient applies on the sensorized assistive device increases with the degree of disability
given by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS). A similar tendency is shown if the Timed Up
and Go (TUG) time is considered.

If the number of cycles is considered, note that there are significant differences between Patient 1
and 2/3. This can be related also with the anteroposterior angle amplitude, as for the same distance,
a less number of steps will imply greater assistive device motions (greater anteroposterior angles).
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Note however, that the number of steps, or even the step time between two steps, which may be
used to estimate also the average speed, potentially do not provide significant data to assess patient
status. For instance, patient 3, which has a high degree of disability, presents similar number of steps
than patient 2, which has a moderate degree. Even more, if speed metrics are derived, it can be seen
that patient 3 is quicker than patient 2, although his EDSS (and TUG) is higher. This is consistent with
the high heterogeneity within PwMS.

On the other hand, an analysis of the assistive device motion can be carried out by analyzing
the proposed indicators for the estimated anteroposterior and lateromedial angles. These data can be
used to analyze the way the patient uses the device through the day, and to detect if changes have
arised, as proposed by the authors. For instance, patient 1 uses the cane to take impulse, as it first
contacts the ground almost vertically (1.4◦), moves the cane back while taking impulse (the maximum
load is exerted in 7.12◦, that is, with the cane behind the body) up to 27.4◦. Patient 2, on the other
hand, requires increased crutch support to move, starts the gait cycle by placing the crutch in front
of the body (−24◦) and using it to take impulse while pivoting (maximum force exerted at −14.7◦)
until reaching a near vertical position (−5.5◦). Finally, patient 3, starts the cycle by placing the crutch
in front of the body similar to patient 2 (−20.9◦), but pivotes with both crutches applying increased
load until reaching a near vertical position, where the maximum load is applied (−4.36◦), finishing the
cycle almost there.

In addition to the anteroposterior angle, the lateromedial angle can also be used to complete the
use-pattern of the assistive device. Note that greater lateromedial angle may be related with a greater
requirement for support area. This way, patient 1 places the cane near the vertical first, and opens the
angle while taking impulse. Patient 2, places the crutch with a broader angle to ensure balance prior
to taking impulse, and maintains it while pivoting (note that in this case, the crutch always moves
in front of the patient, as previously detailed). Finally, patient 3 places the sensorized crutch almost
vertically, as the patient uses it to take impulse while pivoting.

In summary, the exerted load with respect to the body weight and the proposed orientation
angles are potential indicators to be considered to analyze patient status, while parameters related
to the average speed seem to have less potential for the aforementioned purpose. These guidelines
demonstrate the potential of the proposed device, and define the starting point for further tests with
PwMS in order to perform a full correlation analysis on the data provided by the developed device.

6. Conclusions

Individualized rehabilitation is mandatory for achieving the highest possible level of
independence in people with Multiple Sclerosis (PwMS). For that purpose, proper monitoring devices
are required, which provide objective data that allow designing patient-centered therapy.

In this work a Sensorized Tip that can be attached to any crutch or cane is proposed to monitor
PwMS that require Assistive Devices for Walking (ADW) within the day. Different from other
approaches, the proposed device is designed to minimize the impact on the patient and allows
to collect the axial load and the ADW 3D motion data. The proposed Sensorized Tip integrates a
motion processing unit that provides acceleration, rotation and inclination data, a barometer for
altitude estimation and a force sensor. The device is designed to be lightweight and allows wireless
communication using Bluetooth protocol.

The novel Sensorized Tip measurement errors are characterized in a series of tests, concluding
that the device’s accuracy is enough to monitor PwMS. In addition, an algorithm to estimate relevant
orientation data is defined. Moreover, the potential of the device to provide data to perform patient
status assessments is analyzed in a exploratory case study with PwMS. Preliminary results demonstrate
that the proposed device allows to extract important information regarding not only their status,
but also the use given to the ADW, which has clinical repercussion.

However, the reported work presents some limitations that will be handled in future works. First,
the study-case with PwMS was not carried out in 3D Motion Capture facilities due to the risks involved
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for the patients. Second, the weight and design of the device can be further optimized based on
patient’s feedback. Finally, the proposed study case is a preliminary analysis with a reduced number
of patients, and select indicators that, although demonstrates an area of research with great potential,
also emphasizes the need for further research.

In this sense, future work will include working in the aforementioned limitations, being the most
relevant one the need to perform a wider longitudinal study with a represenative sample of PwMS
(with an N > 20 ) to analyze correlations between the parameters offered by the Sensorized Tip and
validated clinical tests (EDSS, TUG test data). This analysis could allow to give more insight into the
validity of the approach to assess patients, and determine if the different indicators are able to detect
changes in the patient status as the disease evolves.
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MCS Motion Capturing System
RMS Root Mean Square
EDSS Expanded Disability Status Scale
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